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When you choose Capture, you’re partnering with creators, collaborators and storytellers who help 
define and discover the underlying truths that make your institution exceptional. We ensure every 
brand point—from collateral and direct mail, to personalized microsites and emails—is executed 
with expert creativity and technical prowess to distinguish you from your competition and to 
produce the high quality results you deserve. 

Let’s create greatness together!
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DIRECT MAIL

At Capture, we believe direct mail should be smart—so we 
implement a data-driven approach that delivers personalized 
mail pieces with the most impact. Whether it’s a postcard, letter, 
or branded calendar, our Smart Direct Mail services elevate 
your brand presence while enticing students to take action. We 
provide full-service design and production, as well as targeted 
mailing services based on our highly accurate predictive engine.

Postcards

A HARTWICK EDUCATION 
STAYS WITH YOU

We prepare you for success and help you 
make a difference in your career, your 

community, and your world.

I studied in China, Thailand, 

and India. Unique experiences 

like these taught me so much 

about the world and about 

myself. They look great on a 

resume, but more than that, 

they’ve changed my life.

ELIZABETH BLEVINS ’14

MEANT 
FOR MORE
Hartwick students don’t 
just succeed—they thrive.

The people at Hartwick 

invest themselves in 

others. Hartwick College 

wants to know what you 

can contribute to the 

community, what you’ll 

take from the community, 

and how you can make a 

difference in the world.

KALINDI NASLUND ’15

Office of AdmissionsP.O. Box 4022
Oneonta, NY 13820

You can be greater than you ever thought possible. It all starts at Hartwick.A Hartwick College education is all about getting out there. It’s about pushing your 

limits and making a real difference. We know that the best learning happens outside 

the classroom as often as inside—it changes who you are and who you’ll become. 
That’s why we offer awesome opportunities such as a J Term when you can travel the 

world, a cutting-edge Pine Lake Environmental Campus, and so much more.
<<first_name>>, take the first step to your future here. It’s a piece of cake:

Visit explore.hartwick.edu/<<url>>, and complete your super simple Hartwick inquiry 

form so we can get to know you better. (Your personalized ID is <<url>>, and your 

passcode is <<password>>.)

Your Hartwick experience will add up to a successful future. It’s all in the numbers:

To the family of <<FIRST_NAME>> <<LAST_NAME>>
<<Address 1>>
<<Address 2>>
<<City>>, <<ST>>  <<Zip>>31

Academic majors 70+
Student clubs and organizations

96%
Job placement rate for grads in the last five years$60 millionComprehensive financial aid we offered to 95% of our students last year

A Hartwick education will 

rock your world.

Take the first step 
to your future as 
a Hartwick Hawk.

FROM HERE YOU CAN GO

EVERYWHERE
At Hartwick, students get out of the classroom and into 

the field, where deep learning happens. They do real 

scholarly research with their professors. They make a 

difference in their community. They travel the world to 

find answers.  They graduate prepared to both experience 

and influence the world around them. 

A Hartwick education changes who you are and who  

you’ll become. We invite you to apply for admission. 

 Visit explore.hartwick.edu/%pool.url% and log in 

using your passcode %pool.passcode%.

Hartwick College
P.O. Box 4020
Oneonta, NY  13820 USA

explore.hartwick.edu
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DIRECT MAIL

Letter

Tri-Fold Mailer

 90%
According to the American Marketing Association, over 90% of direct mail 
is viewed or opened on the day it is received. But the other 10% often gets 
lost among the clutter. Capture delivers original, creative, and personalized 
pieces to your highest-value prospects, to ensure you receive top billing.

DATE

To the family of <<student_name>>:
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP 

As parents of a college freshman, we understand what a big decision it is for a high school senior to choose a 
college. Having lived in urban Washington, D.C. all her life, our daughter, Katie, was interested in attending 
college on a small campus in a rural environment. As a family, we looked at a number of colleges: staying 
overnight, attending classes, and meeting professors. Katie narrowed her choices and visited Spring Arbor 
University twice—and not just because both of her parents graduated from there.

The word Katie used to describe Spring Arbor was “comfortable.” In fact, she narrowed her choice based on 
three C’s: comfort, chapel, and community. Katie knew she could find her place at Spring Arbor, pursuing her 
interests, striking out on her own, living independently, and joining a community with purpose. 

As an education major with an emphasis in Spanish, she’s had a great experience so far. In addition to being 
challenged with course work, she also enjoys the social and spiritual life that’s an integral part of Spring 
Arbor’s campus culture. Outside the classroom, she works as a scorekeeper for the volleyball team and at an 
on-campus child-care facility. Katie also plays intramurals and sings in the Chamber Choir.

We want parents to know that Spring Arbor is a genuine community that is inviting and comfortable. The 
college mission has not changed since we attended—Spring Arbor remains committed to the pursuit of 
academic excellence with a Christian purpose. It prepared Greg well for his current role as a White House 
correspondent for Salem Radio Network News and for Laurilee’s work in public schools. We encourage 
parents to visit campus to see all that the university has to offer. Located in a small town while offering 
access to larger cities, Spring Arbor is the best of both environments. We hope you’ll learn more about the 
opportunities awaiting your child.

Sincerely, 

Greg and Laurilee Clugston

P.S. You may be surprised to learn that <<student_name>> has a scholarship of <<award>> set aside at 
Spring Arbor University right now. To claim this award and help <<student_name>> fill out an application 
(as well as learn more about Spring Arbor), go to PURL and log in using your parent passcode: <<parent_
passcode>>.

106 E. Main St.
Spring Arbor, MI 49283
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DIRECT MAIL

Interactive Mailer
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LANDING PAGES

Capture’s landing pages are standalone pages created to 
provide prospective students with the information most 
relevant to them. They are designed to match the look and 
feel of your brand, but they also afford you creative flexibility.

Landing Page
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EMAILS

With Capture’s Email Marketing services, we create and 
send branded, personalized emails with targeted content 
to students segmented any way you choose. Individual 
responses (e.g. open, click, etc.) drive customized 
ongoing communication flows and tracking. 

 20%
Average email click rate for MidAmerica 
Nazarene University, more than double 
the industry average of 7%.
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EMAILS

Newsletters
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DIGITAL DISPLAY TARGETING

Capture uses a multi-channel approach to deliver 
the highest quality, customized display ads to your 
prospective students. We can serve these ads on any 
device through web, mobile, and social channels, 
including Facebook, using the most innovative 
technologies available. 

We tailor the content and creative of each ad for 
your specific audience segments and continuously 
optimize your campaigns. These display ads promote 
brand awareness, engagement, conversions, and the 
effectiveness of all your other marketing campaigns.

    .49%
Click-through rate of Dominican 
College’s Digital Display Targeting 
campaigns, more than 6x the 
industry average of 0.07%.

    .43%
Click-through rate of Briar Cliff 
University’s Digital Display 
Targeting campaigns, 6x the 
industry average of 0.07%.
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INTERACTIVE

Media Package / Wallpapers

To keep your prospective students engaged, we can custom create Spotify accounts and trendy 
playlists for your institution. We include links to your unique playlists in your student newsletters 
and other marketing materials. 

We also create media packages for students to use on their social media accounts, including 
profile photos and cover images for Facebook and Twitter. We also create multiple size 
wallpapers for desktops, tablets, and mobile devices. These media files are great incentives for 
students, and they also help organically market your brand across social media channels.

Spotify 
Playlists


